Meeting Notes
Program Advisory Committee Meeting
Date: 1/13/10
Time: 10:30 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.
Location: EBS Conference Room
Discussion Topics
• Communications- The discussion centered on the content and timing of communications along with who
is the owner of the communication (For Ex: EBS, BHR, Central Payroll, Etc.) We need to agree on who
will send out the communication and to send them in a timely matter. It was also discussed to let people
know about issues even when we do not have a solution right away.
• New Year Payroll Changes – Communications were sent on the New Year payroll changes (such as
elimination of advanced earned income credit, changes in Social Security and Oregon withholdings).
Reports/Updates: Effective Use of SAP Sub-group
The group met to review the EBS Operating Principles and charge to the PAC to make effective use of SAP.
The consensus was to adopt a problem solving approach. This approach would include Bureau self nominates,
taking one Bureau/issues at a time, executive level sponsorship, Bureaus making a commitment to change, Multidisciplinary resource team to make recommendations and follow ups, and a commitment to standardize business
processes. The next steps for the group would be to review the SAP roadmap, review the ESC input on the
roadmap, and then make a recommendation to the PAC.
Roadmap
Five surveys were submitted to SAP for benchmarking with other entities (ex: financial, procurement). A draft of
the road map material from SAP is expected in mid January.
Work Plan Update
Six new change requests were submitted in Dec/January, all rated as high by the PAC sub committee. No change
requests were completed in Dec. Held Desk tickets grew in December. Factors impacting work include the focus
on patching, year end processing, and Holiday vacations for staff.
There are currently 48 changes for Labor agreements of which 3 are completed, 6 planned to be implemented
this week, and the rest scheduled for completion by March 31rst. It was noted there may be some work arounds.
There are resources concerns: additional consultant brought on board to help with configuration, will create
constraints on BHR and Central Payroll staff, will impact closure rate of Help Desk tickets in the time area.
See the Power Point Presentation for additional details, charts, Etc.
PAC Presentation 1/13/11
New Functionality
Development of initial reports for BOBJ is complete and some are being used by Super Users. The PHB loans GL
interface is progressing towards an early Feb completion. Scoping for the Risk and FPD&R claims processing is
complete. We are waiting on information from SAP to finish our evaluation. Lien Accounting will be a custom
application with and SAP interface. PPM information was received from SAP and BTS will be returning to the ESC
in Feb. with their findings.
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MSS
Epiuse Consulting provided a quote and schedule to implement MSS. It would be approximately 15 weeks. With a
cost of around $185K. The next step would be to take the planning from a high level to low level details to
determine a time line to initiate the project.
Year End
System patching was successfully completed. HR updates (taxes, etc.) were implemented and the only work left
to be done is 1099’s and w-2s.
Other Topics
Recruitments for 5 positions for EBS are completed and interviews scheduled for 3 positions. Hiring is expected to
be completed by the end of Feb. Recruitment for Principal Analyst for Time was reopened.
NEOGOV
A hand out on NEOGOV was presented and explained by BHR. See hand out attached to notes.
Action item
Bruce, Rich, Jane K., Anna K. will meet to decide on who owns what communication.
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